
 

                                

Gallery 1: A studio based practice 
January 18 – February 24 // Opening Night January 18, 6-8pm 

 

 
 

PUBLIC PROGRAMS JAN / FEB AT VERGE :: 
+ January 18, 5:30-6pm, curator introductions  

+ January 18, opening night, live performance by Morrad + McArthur** 
+ January 20, 1pm-3pm, Curator and artist talks for Documents, Alternatives #2 

+ February 1, 5:30-7:30pm, live performances :: A Novel Script: Text as an Expanded Medium in Contemporary 
Practice 

+ February 24, 1pm-3pm, Art crit and skype conversation 
 

 
Karen Benton, Jessica Mei Cham, Harry Seeley and Justyna Stanczew. Curated by Bethan Cotterill and Kim 
Nguyen. 

A studio based practice unites works by four recent Sydney College of the Arts graduates who challenge art 
academy traditions through thoughtful subversions of studio-derived boundaries, expectations, and 
hierarchies. The traditional art academy model of studio based teaching divides students into studios based on 
their technical skills; students are then assessed based on ideologies and standards unique to their studio. A 
studio based practice positions the studio model as a fixture worth questioning by alluding to its roots and 
ongoing relationships with power, patriarchy, and class hierarchies through trans-disciplinary investigations of 
ideas and materials that are de-privileged by academy standards. 

‘Post-photography,’ the term used to articulate photography’s current crisis of meaning amidst image over-
saturation and the advent of technologies that can fabricate photorealistic images from scratch, rendering 
familiar understandings of photography as an expressive medium outdated, is an central point of interest 
within Kim and Bethan’s own art practices. As the meaning of the medium of photography shifts within a 
changing cultural landscape, so, too, should we adjust our understanding of the role of the photographic 
artist. And, accordingly, we should question the role of art academy systems. What philosophies, 
methodologies, and politics do they preserve by privileging the educational structures of generations past? 
Which of these are congruent with our present cultural surroundings, and which aren’t? 

The artworks featured in A studio based practice explore these questions through material study, remixing 
long-familiar visual vocabularies into new vehicles for communication. Each work indexes traces or 
transformations of objects at various points in time, but they are also without any doubt sculptural: they are 
tactile, textured, and move according to their size and weight; they are bodied. The exhibition presents studio 
based artistic practice as more diverse, critical, and ambiguous than traditional academy structures represent. 



 

                                

We would like to acknowledge and pay respect to the traditional owners of the land on which we meet; the 
Gadigal people of the Eora Nation. It is upon their ancestral lands that the University of Sydney is built. 

As we share our own knowledge, teaching, learning and research practices within this university may we also 
pay respect to the knowledge embedded forever within the Aboriginal Custodianship of Country. 

Bethan Cotterill and Kim Nguyen, 2018. 

 
 
 
Artworks listed clockwise from left of entry:  

 

Harry Seeley 
By means of a motif, 2017 
Wax, plaster, glass and silicone 

 

Justyna Stanczew 
Build me up, build me down, 2017 
Performance, video and sculpture  

 

Jessica Mei Cham 
seepage swan lake, 2017 
Text print on Tyvek 

 

Jessica Mei Cham 
Parlour Pages: Kelly's Asian Flowers, Greenacre (Dark Web Archive), 2017 
Found chair seat, stretch nylon, solvent transfer on bandage 

 

Karen Benton 
There Before, 2017 
Perspex, paper, glue and tape 


